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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time.  

 
 

[Posted: March 13, 2023—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are mixed this morning. In 

Europe, the Euro Stoxx 50 is currently down 2.9% from its prior close. In Asia, the MSCI Asia 

Apex 50 Index closed up 1.5%. Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai Composite up 

1.2% and the Shenzhen Composite up 0.4%. U.S. equity index futures are signaling a flat open. 

 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold:  
 

• Bi-Weekly Geopolitical Report (3/6/2023) (with associated podcast) “Enter the 

Petroyuan” 

• Weekly Energy Update (3/9/2023): We discuss the “unaccounted for crude oil” problem, 

and update the latest on the Nord Stream sabotage, along with our usual update of the 

weekly data. 

• Asset Allocation Quarterly – Q1 2023 (1/19/2023): Discussion of our asset allocation 

process, Q1 2023 portfolio changes, and our outlook for the markets. 

• Asset Allocation Bi-Weekly (3/13/2023) (with associated podcast): “The Importance 

of the Policy Mix”   

• Asset Allocation Q1 2023 Rebalance Presentation (2/2/2023): Video presentation 

featuring the Asset Allocation Committee as they review our asset allocation strategies, 

recent portfolio changes, and the current macro environment. 

• Confluence of Ideas podcast (3/8/2023): “Reflections on Inflation” 

 

Our Comment today opens with a discussion of the U.S. banking system, which has now seen the 

collapse of several sizable banks in the last week.  Over the weekend, federal regulators put a 

plan into place that appears to have removed the fear of massive bank runs, but that plan does 

nothing to shield bank stockholders and bondholders.  Bank shares and bonds remain under 

pressure so far today.  We next review a wide range of other international and U.S. developments 

with the potential to affect the financial markets today, including the latest from the Chinese 

government’s “two sessions” meetings. 

 

U.S. Banking System:  Following Friday’s collapse of Silicon Valley Bank (SVIB, $106.04) 

and its takeover by regulators, Signature Bank (SBNY, $70.00), a key depository institution for 

cryptocurrency firms, collapsed on Sunday and was taken over by regulators.  To avoid a 

widespread loss of faith in the nation’s banks and their deposit insurance backstop, the Treasury 
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Department, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the Federal Reserve declared the 

two institutions to be a systemic risk to the country’s financial system.  This gave the regulators 

special powers to guarantee the banks’ uninsured deposits and establish a broad “Bank Term 

Funding Program” of one-year, collateralized loans to help banks cover their customers’ 

withdrawals.  The regulators said Silicon Valley’s depositors will have access to all of their 

funds by Monday. 

• The critical issue in this crisis is contagion.  Anytime a bank fails, it raises the risk of a 

widespread run on banks.  Fortunately, Silicon Valley was unusual in that so many of its 

deposits were bigger than the $250,000 insured by the FDIC.  In addition, under the 

government’s rescue scheme, the FDIC will cover 100% of the deposits at Silicon Valley 

and Signature, rather than the standard $250,000.  Federal regulators said any losses to 

the FDIC would be recovered in a special assessment on banks, and that the U.S. 

taxpayers wouldn’t bear any losses.  The banks’ equity and bond holders will not be 

made whole. 

• In a statement Sunday night, the Fed said it was closely monitoring conditions in the 

nation’s financial markets and would use its “full range of tools to support households 

and businesses” as appropriate. 

• The regulators launched their rescue plan after failing to find a buyer for Silicon Valley 

over the weekend.  If their plan is seen as credible, it could restore confidence in the 

banking system and prompt a rebound in stock prices today following the rout on Friday.  

However, the crisis could also spark a reversal of the bank deregulation of recent years 

and, if it’s seen as a bailout at the public’s expense, it could also be a political black eye 

for the Fed and the Biden administration. 

• We have long warned that the Fed’s aggressive interest-rate hikes had the potential to 

“break something” in the financial system, and it now appears that the “something” was 

medium-sized, technology-dependent banks.  It was reassuring that last year’s many 

bankruptcies and financial shenanigans in the cryptocurrency industry appeared to have 

little impact on the broader financial system.  However, it now appears that the Fed’s 

rapid rate hikes dried up financial flows into venture capital funds and technology 

startups, forcing them to withdraw funds from tech-focused banks even as those banks 

faced falling values for their bond holdings. 

o Fortunately, it appears so far that Silicon Valley and Signature represent relatively 

rare special cases.  Some other smaller, regionally focused banks are facing 

pressure this morning, but it appears that the regulators’ emergency program will 

be able to contain the crisis and prevent broader contagion. 

▪ Another asset class that could come under pressure in the near future is 

mortgage REITs. 

▪ If Silicon Valley has to dump large amounts of its $50-billion portfolio as 

it is cleaned up, then the mortgage-backed securities could face losses. 

o Going forward, the crisis could well prompt the Fed to slow its rate hikes to assess 

any further stress in the financial system. 
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o Reflecting the chance for slower rate hikes, investors today are bidding up bonds, 

pushing their yields down.  The yield on the benchmark 10-year Treasury note has 

fallen to 3.505% so far this morning. 

 

Chinese Politics:  In the latest developments from the government’s “two sessions” over the last 

few days, the National People’s Congress (NPC) gave Xi Jinping a precedent-breaking third 

five-year term as president to go with his October success in garnering a third term as general 

secretary of the Communist Party of China (CPC).  The vote, which positions Xi to become 

president for life, was 2,952 to 0.  Xi was also named head of the Central Military Commission, 

which leads the People’s Liberation Army, for a third term. 

• The NPC on Saturday also named Li Qiang as China’s premier, the government’s #2 

official.  As powerful as that sounds, the role has come to be seen mostly as that of an 

implementer of the president’s policies, especially in the economic sphere. 

• The NPC yesterday also kept Yi Gang as the head of the People’s Bank of China and Liu 

Kun as finance minister, in an apparent effort to reassure investors by leaving familiar 

faces at the central bank and finance ministry.  However, given that the legislature has 

also approved Xi’s steps to again give the CPC the lead in setting policy, leaving Yi and 

Liu in their positions does not necessarily mean policy continuity. 

 

Chinese Mining Industry:  New analysis from a British cobalt trader estimates that China will 

account for 50% of global cobalt production within the next five years, up from approximately 

44% currently.  The increase will come despite Western efforts to gain control over supply 

chains for critical minerals such as cobalt, lithium, and nickel, which are essential for making EV 

batteries.  We continue to believe that China and its evolving geopolitical bloc may crimp global 

supplies of the critical minerals they control as tensions with the West continue to worsen. 

 

China-Saudi Arabia-Iran:  Over the weekend, additional details came out regarding the Friday 

deal, brokered by China, in which Saudi Arabia and Iran agreed to reestablish diplomatic 

relations.  Besides Saudi Arabia and Iran agreeing to reopen each other’s embassy and restart 

normal diplomatic operations within two months, key elements of the deal and interests for the 

three participants are as follows: 

• Saudi Arabia agreed to tone down the critical coverage of Iran by Iran International, a 

Farsi-language satellite news channel funded by Saudi businesspeople.  Iranian officials 

believe Iran International has been instrumental in encouraging the recent popular 

protests against Iran’s government. 

• In return, Iran agreed to stop encouraging cross-border attacks on Saudi Arabia from 

Yemen by Iranian-backed Houthi rebels. 

• By brokering the deal, China gained the ability to present itself as an independent, 

influential power broker in the Middle East.  China was also able to leverage its growing 

economic heft and its position as a key buyer of Middle Eastern oil.  For example, it 

appears that China has promised to help Iran deal with its current currency crisis and 

other economic woes so long as Iran improves its behavior vis a vis other Chinese friends 

in the region.  China probably also offered economic incentives to Saudi Arabia to come 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stocks-markets-dow-update-03-13-2023-6e4c1f5e?mod=markets_lead_pos4
https://apnews.com/article/xi-jinping-china-president-vote-5e6230d8c881dc17b11a781e832accd1?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=01c0aa54a4-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2023_03_10_04_07&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-01c0aa54a4-%5BLIST_EMAIL_ID%5D
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https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3213174/li-qiang-chinas-new-premier-how-much-power-will-he-wield?utm_medium=email&utm_source=cm&utm_campaign=enlz-today_international&utm_content=20230311&tpcc=enlz-today_international&UUID=4c6366e3-f0b7-4916-867f-108f3c76009e&next_article_id=3213179&article_id_list=3213147,3213174,3213179,3213194,3213191,3213190,3213186,3213184&tc=6&CMCampaignID=9d78037d9d9640aa7be644afae24422f
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3213235/chinas-two-sessions-central-bank-and-finance-chiefs-retain-spots-cabinet-shake?utm_medium=email&utm_source=cm&utm_campaign=enlz-today_international&utm_content=20230312&tpcc=enlz-today_international&UUID=4c6366e3-f0b7-4916-867f-108f3c76009e&next_article_id=3213255&article_id_list=3213235,3213255,3213245,3213252,3213239,3213151,3213247,3213246&tc=4&CMCampaignID=2864e5bf4b2e107a4566edf7c32b0bea
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3213235/chinas-two-sessions-central-bank-and-finance-chiefs-retain-spots-cabinet-shake?utm_medium=email&utm_source=cm&utm_campaign=enlz-today_international&utm_content=20230312&tpcc=enlz-today_international&UUID=4c6366e3-f0b7-4916-867f-108f3c76009e&next_article_id=3213255&article_id_list=3213235,3213255,3213245,3213252,3213239,3213151,3213247,3213246&tc=4&CMCampaignID=2864e5bf4b2e107a4566edf7c32b0bea
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to a deal.  In any case, the agreement helps deter Saudi Arabia, which we assess to be in 

the developing “lean-China” geopolitical bloc, from getting too close to Israel and the 

rest of the U.S. bloc as it seeks protection from Iran’s expansionist policies in the region.  

Indeed, it may be that China pushed through the Saudi-Iranian deal to scuttle a potential 

Saudi-Israeli normalization deal that the U.S. has been pushing. 

o As Israel becomes increasingly alarmed about Iran’s rapidly advancing nuclear 

program, the deal will probably constrain any plans it may have for a surprise 

military strike on the country. 

o Such a strike would probably require cooperation from Saudi Arabia, such as 

allowing Israeli jets to use its airspace.  After working with China to reestablish 

ties with Iran, Saudi Arabia now would probably be more reluctant to allow that. 

 

China-Russia-Ukraine:  In a sign that China may be trying to build on its recent diplomatic 

successes, the Wall Street Journal has scooped that Chinese President Xi will finally speak with 

Ukrainian President Zelensky for the first time since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.  Xi’s call to 

Zelensky is expected to come after Xi visits Moscow next week to meet with Russian President 

Vladimir Putin.  It wouldn’t be surprising if Xi fleshes out his recent peace proposal for the 

Russia-Ukraine conflict, which was widely panned as nothing more than general principles. 

 

Japan:  Investors are complaining that upcoming revisions to the rules Japan applies to 

companies’ anti-takeover defenses could deter domestic takeover bids, foreign buyers, and 

shareholder activists.  If so, it would exacerbate Japan’s longstanding reputation as a country 

where companies don’t prioritize investors and shareholder value. 

 

United Kingdom:  The country continues to deal with continuing waves of strikes by 

transportation and public-sector workers.  Today, junior doctors in England’s National Health 

Service will begin a three-day walkout for higher pay.  This week will also bring additional 

strikes by teachers and other public employees seeking higher wages. 

 

U.S. Military Power:  The nation’s newest aircraft carrier, the USS Gerald R. Ford (CVN 78), 

has embarked on her first deployment with a full air wing.  The vessel is the lead ship in the 

Navy’s new Ford class of carriers, incorporating multiple improvements over the previous 

Nimitz class.  After the Ford’s short deployment last year with a partial complement of aircraft, 

the current deployment is designed to refine how her crew and the rest of her task group will 

operate with her new technologies.  Once that is completed, the ship can finally be certified for a 

regular deployment, some six years after she was commissioned in 2017. 

• Among their new features, the Ford-class ships utilize powerful electromagnetic catapults 

to get aircraft airborne, rather than the older steam-catapult technology.  The ships also 

have advanced new elevators to move aircraft and armaments between the deck and 

hangers below.  Compared with Nimitz-class carriers, Ford-class vessels have their 

“islands,” i.e., control towers, farther aft to free up deck space and make deck operations 

more efficient. 

• The six-year period between the Ford’s commissioning and first regular deployment 

illustrates some of the challenges faced by the U.S. defense industry as the West ramps 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/saudi-arabia-iran-pact-marks-setback-to-israels-efforts-to-counter-tehran-343d43a1?mod=hp_lead_pos4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/saudi-arabia-iran-pact-marks-setback-to-israels-efforts-to-counter-tehran-343d43a1?mod=hp_lead_pos4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/saudi-arabia-iran-pact-marks-setback-to-israels-efforts-to-counter-tehran-343d43a1?mod=hp_lead_pos4
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/09/us/politics/saudi-arabia-israel-united-states.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-xi-to-speak-with-zelensky-meet-next-week-with-putin-f34be6be?mod=hp_lead_pos7
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https://www.ft.com/content/8eac4934-3c7f-460c-a0dc-d249d425de7e
https://www.ft.com/content/a817a341-19f7-409e-89cf-032275005511
https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-navy/2023/03/09/aircraft-carrier-ford-embarks-with-full-air-wing-for-first-time/?utm_campaign=dfn-ebb&utm_medium=email&utm_source=sailthru&SToverlay=2002c2d9-c344-4bbb-8610-e5794efcfa7d
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up its defense spending to push back against authoritarian aggressor states like China and 

Russia.  Part of Ford’s delay came from mechanical problems associated with her new 

technologies.  Even excluding that issue, however, current Western military procurement 

processes can be extremely slow and inefficient. 

 

U.S. Fiscal Policy:  Late last week, President Biden released his proposed federal budget for the 

fiscal year starting October 1.  The proposal envisions total outlays of $6.883 trillion, or 25.3% 

of forecasted gross domestic product, compared with the current fiscal year’s projected outlays 

of $6.372 billion, or 24.2% of GDP.  Receipts would total $5.036 trillion, or 18.5% of GDP, 

compared with this year’s $4.802 trillion, or 18.2% of GDP.  That would leave the coming year’s 

federal deficit at $1.846 trillion, equal to 6.8% of GDP.  The proposal calls for cutting the deficit 

in future years by hiking taxes on corporations and individuals with very high incomes.  

However, since the Republicans control the House of Representatives, the proposal is unlikely to 

pass and whatever budget emerges is likely to look far different. 

 

U.S. Environmental Policy:  As the Biden administration prepares to approve the big “Willow” 

oil-drilling project in the Alaskan Arctic and anger environmentalists, he is also preparing to 

offer them a sop in the form of a ban on future oil and gas leasing in U.S. Arctic waters.  The ban 

would make about 2.8 million acres in the Arctic’s Beaufort Sea off limits to future oil and gas 

leasing indefinitely. 

 

U.S. Economic Releases  

 

There were no domestic releases or Fed events scheduled prior to the publication of this report, 

nor are there any releases or Fed events scheduled for the day. 

 

Foreign Economic News 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis. The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below. Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators. The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important. We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change. Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market. Red 

indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are following 

closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions. We will add a 

paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 
 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/whats-in-bidens-2024-budget-request-b739e636?mod=article_inline
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/budget_fy2024.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/budget_fy2024.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/budget_fy2024.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-to-declare-u-s-arctic-ocean-off-limits-to-new-oil-and-gas-leasing-ca278b17?mod=lead_feature_below_a_pos1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-to-declare-u-s-arctic-ocean-off-limits-to-new-oil-and-gas-leasing-ca278b17?mod=lead_feature_below_a_pos1
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Financial Markets 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis. Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above. We will add a paragraph below if a 

certain move merits further explanation. 

 

    
 

Commodity Markets 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 

Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

New Zealand Food Prices m/m Feb 1.5% 1.7% *** Equity and bond neutral

India CPI y/y Feb 6.4% 6.5% 6.4% *** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

Switzerland Domestic Sight Deposits CHF w/w 10-Mar 496.5b 502.0b * Equity and bond neutral

Total Sight Deposits CHF w/w 10-Mar 510.8b 519.4b * Equity and bond neutral

Russia Gold and Forex Reserves m/m 3-Mar $578.4b $580.7b *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI y/y Feb 11.0% 11.8% 11.1% *** Equity and bond neutral

Core CPI y/y Feb 12.7% 13.7% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

AMERICAS

Canada Net Change in Employment m/m Feb 21.8k 150.0k 10.0k *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Unemployment Rate m/m Feb 5.0% 5.0% 5.1% *** Equity and bond neutral

Participation Rate m/m Feb 65.7% 65.7% 65.7% * Equity and bond neutral

Mexico Industrial Production y/y Jan 2.8% 3.0% 2.4% *** Equity and bond neutral

Manufacturing Production y/y Jan 4.8% 2.7% 3.0% * Equity bullish, bond bearish

Fixed Income Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 514 515 -1 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 447 479 -32 Down

TED spread (bps) 67 37 30 Widening

U.S. Sibor/OIS spread (bps) 472 501 -29 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 474 501 -27 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 3.52 3.70 -0.18 Flat

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) 298 295 3 Up

Currencies Direction

Dollar Down flat

Euro Up Up

Yen Up Up

Pound Up Down

Franc Up Up
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Weather 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts are currently calling for colder-than-normal temperatures 

throughout the entire country, with warmer-than-normal temperatures anticipated in southern 

Florida. Additionally, the forecasts show wetter-than-normal conditions in every state but Maine.   

DOE Inventory Report Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $81.41 $82.78 -1.65%

WTI $75.28 $76.68 -1.83%

Natural Gas $2.47 $2.43 1.48%

Crack Spread $36.13 $36.24 -0.31%

12-mo strip crack $29.13 $29.30 -0.58%

Ethanol rack $2.31 $2.31 0.11%

Metals

Gold $1,890.12 $1,868.26 1.17%

Silver $21.02 $20.54 2.35%

Copper contract $400.55 $403.05 -0.62%

Grains

Corn contract $611.50 $617.25 -0.93%

Wheat contract $674.50 $679.25 -0.70%

Soybeans contract $1,506.75 $1,507.00 -0.02%

Shipping

Baltic Dry Freight 1,424            1,379            45

Energy Markets
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U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 3/10/2023 close) 
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These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return. Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 3/10/2023 close) 
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Commodities

Real Estate

Emerging Markets ($)

Value

Emerging Markets (local currency)
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US High Yield

Small Cap

Large Cap

Mid Cap
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Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily. The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

March 9, 2023 
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P/E as of 3/8/2023 = 20.3x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 20.3x, up 0.5 from last week.  The rise in the 

multiple is due to the shift from Thompson/Reuters to Standard and Poor’s for Q4 operating 

earnings.  Our historical database uses the latter for operating earnings, but for forecasts, we use 

Thompson/Reuters.  There does appear to be a deterioration in earnings quality. 

 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q2, Q3 and Q4) and estimate (Q1). We take the S&P average for the quarter 
and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect (it will 
tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data and 
avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process? Given 
the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 
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This chart shows the Standard and Poor’s operating earnings series along with the 

Thomson/Reuters series.  They usually trend together, but as the ratio along the lower left axis 

shows, the differences can widen over time.  The ratio tends to widen as we approach recession 

(it also widened in 2016, which has been described as a growth recession).  The current widening 

is additional evidence that supports an eventual recession.   
 

 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 


